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1 Introduction.Within the so called \scattering-kernel formulation" of the Boltzmann equa-tion, modelling di�usion of particles in a mixture of two species (�eld parti-cles and test particles), study of the space homogeneous forceless case leadsnaturally to the nonlinear integral equationNĝr(jvj)f(v) + f(v) ZR3 gr(jv� v0j)f(v0)dv0 = Q0S(v) ; v 2 R3 ; (1)which amounts to the search for stationary solutions; cf., e.g., [1] and ref-erences therein. In (1) ĝr and gr describe the removal e�ects between par-ticles, N is the �xed total density of the �eld particles, and Q0S(v) repre-sents the constant and space uniform emission rate of the test particles, withRR3 S(v)dv = 1.As pointed out in [1], equation (1) provides a model for physical situationswhere removal of test particles between themselves is a dominant event, like,for instance, in the study of chemical and biological action of radiations. Itis worth noting that all relevant functions and parameters are positive, or atleast nonnegative, due to their physical meaning; for the same reason, one isinterested in a nonnegative L1 solution, which represents the distribution ofthe test particles as a function of the speed. In particular, the L1 norm of fprovides the unknown density of the test particles.In the isotropic case, S(v) = (4�)�1S0(v), it can be seen that f(v) =(4�)�1f0(v) solves (1), provided that f0(v) is a solution toNĝr(v)f(v) + f(v) Z 10 G(v; v0)f(v0)dv0 = Q0S0(v) ; v 2 (0;1) ; (2)where the kernel G is given byG(v; v0) = 12vv0 Z v+v0jv�v0 j tgr(t)dt : (3)Both (1) and (2) fall into the class of nonlinear integral equations withthe following quadratic structurea(x)�(x) + �(x) ZDK(x; t)�(t) dt = b(x) ; x 2 D � Rd ; (4)2



where a; b;K are measurable and nonnegative, and we assume thatab > 0 a.e. in D ; b=a 2 L1(D) : (5)Observe that a.e. positivity of a and b is not restrictive, provided that theydo not vanish simultaneously on a positive measure subset: indeed, it issu�cient to change the domain to fx 2 D : b(x) > 0g.If we consider the fractional functional transformation�(x) = b(x)a(x)(1 + u(x)) ; x 2 D ; (6)equation (4) can be reformulated asu(x) = ZD K(x; t)b(t)a(x)a(t) 11 + u(t) dt ; x 2 D : (7)The basic assumption b(�)K(x; �)=a(�) 2 L1(D) guarantees that the integralHammerstein problem (7) is well-de�ned. We stress that any nonnegativeand measurable solution of (7) corresponds via (6) to a nonnegative integrablesolution of (4), and conversely.This relationship has been used in [1] to obtain existence of solutions to(2), by means of successive approximations on a Hammerstein formulationessentially equivalent to (7). The approach is classical [14], and requiresstrong assumptions on the kernel G, which are not satis�ed even in verysimple but physically meaningful instances, like gr(v) = cvp, c > 0, withp = �1; 0; 1.In order to circumvent this technical di�culty, in [1] equation (2) rewrit-ten as f(v) = Q0S0(v)Nĝr(v) � f(v)Nĝr(v) Z 10 G(v; v0)f(v0) dv0 ; v 2 (0;1) ; (8)has been faced directly as a �xed-point problem in the Banach space L1(0;1),by means of the contraction mapping principle. This approach allows to in-clude in the analysis several physically meaningful cases of removal collisionfrequencies gr and ĝr, but provides existence and uniqueness only in suitableballs of L1, and still requires unphysical restrictions on some parameters.3



A further improvement can be found in [2], where the alternative �xed-point formulation of (4)h(x) = a(x)�(x) = b(x)  1 + ZD K(x; t)h(t)a(x)a(t) dt!�1 ; x 2 D ; (9)has been studied in the regularly ordered Banach spaces Lp(D), 1 � p � 1,with D bounded or unbounded real interval. Existence and uniqueness arethere proved constructively, avoiding the constraints imposed by the contrac-tion mapping approach, under the assumptions that b 2 Lp(D) for some p,there exists a constant M > 0 such thatess supx2D 1a(x) �����ZD K(x; t)h(t)a(t) dt����� �Mkhkp ; (10)for each h 2 Lp(D), andess infx2D 1a(x) ZD K(x; t)b(t)a(t) dt > 0 : (11)This approach recalls previous applications to Chandrasekhar H-equation[10], and substantially relies on the fact that the nonlinear operator in (9) isdecreasing on Lp+(D).In the next Section, starting from an idea of [2], we obtain existence anda.e. uniqueness of a nonnegative measurable solution of (7) via convergenceof Picard iterations. We exploit the decreasing structure of the Hammersteinoperator, together with the key assumptions thatK(x; t) = K(t; x) for a.e. (x; t) 2 D2 ; b 2 L1(D) ; (12)which is veri�ed in the Boltzmann case, andK(x; �)b(�)a(�) 2 L1(D) ; for a.e. x 2 D ; (13)which strongly weakens (10) (put h = b) in the application to Boltzmanninstances; moreover, now (11) is not required at all. Concerning (1)-(2), westress that, di�erently from the contraction mapping principle, both (10)-(11)and (12)-(13) are not a�ected by the magnitude of the parameter Q0.4



Going back to quadratic integral equations by the transformation (6), inSection 3 we �nally obtain convergence pointwise a.e. and in k � k1 of thecorresponding iterations to the unique nonnegative L1 solution. In the caseof maxwellian sources, our approach allows to treat rigorously instances ofremoval collision frequencies, for which only numerical investigations werefeasible [3].2 The Hammerstein formulation.In this Section we study the following generalization of the Hammersteinequation (7) u(x) = ZD k(x; t) g(u(t)) dt ; x 2 D � Rd ; (14)where we assume that k is measurable and a.e. nonnegative in D2, thenonlinear term g : [0;+1)! [0;+1) is continuous and strictly decreasing,and(H1) the kernel k(x; �) 2 L1(D) for a.e. x 2 D, and there exists an a.e.positive function � 2 L1(D) such thatk(x; t)�(x) = k(t; x)�(t) for a.e. (x; t) 2 D2 ; (15)(H2) the mapping y 7! yg(y) is strictly increasing and bounded in [0;+1).We point out that property (H2) is equivalent tog(y) = 1c+ q(y) ; c > 0 ; (16)where q � 0 has the following properties: it is strictly increasing in [0;+1),there exists limy!+1 q(y)=y > 0, and it is strictly sublinear , i.e., q(�y) >�q(y) for every � 2 (0; 1), y > 0. A relevant example of such a q is given byq(y) =Pmi=1 ci y�i, where ci > 0, 0 < �1 < ::: < �m = 1.Observe that, for every a.e. nonnegative measurable function u, we haveby hypothesis (H1)ZD k(x; t) g(u(t)) dt � ZD k(x; t) g(0) dt <1 ; for a.e. x 2 D ; (17)5



so that it makes sense to look for a nonnegative solution of (14) in anysubspace of M(D), the quotient space of measurable functions modulo a.e.equivalence. We also stress that a usual assumption in similar frameworks(cf. [6, 8]), i.e. ess supx2D ZD k(x; t) dt <1 ; (18)is now dropped and substituted by (H1), which allows an in�nite supremum.2.1 Existence and uniqueness of a measurable solution.The quotient spaceM(D) is naturally endowed with the Hausdor� topologyof pointwise a.e. convergence, and can be partially ordered by the closed coneM+(D) = fu 2 M(D) : u(x) � 0 a:eg, i.e. v � u if v�u 2 M+(D). Such acone is regular, i.e. any monotone and bounded in order sequence inM+(D)has a limit. Clearly the cone is also normal , in the sense that the \twomilitia-men theorem" holds [9, 11]. The operator A : M+(D) ! M+(D)de�ned by A(u)(x) = ZD k(x; t)g(u(t))dt ; x 2 D ; (19)is decreasing, i.e. u � v implies A(u) � A(v).If we consider the Picard iterations un+1 = A(un), u0 = � (the zeroelement of M(D)), by a classical reasoning within the theory of decreasingoperators in abstract cones [9, x2.1], it is straightforward to prove that� = u0 � u2 � ::: � u2n � u2n+1 � ::: � u3 � u1 = A(�) : (20)Moreover, there exist in M+(D) the pointwise limitslimu2n = u� � v� = limu2n+1 ; (21)and by the dominated convergence theoremu� = A(v�) ; v� = A(u�) : (22)We shall prove below that (H1) and (H2) imply the existence result u� =v�; the procedure is very close to that used in [12], where a pointwise approachallows to work in general (non normed) ordered functional spaces. From thelatter result uniqueness of a nonnegative measurable �xed-point immediately6



follows: in fact, if � = A(�) 2 M+(D), inductively one proves u2n � � �u2n+1 for every n, wherefrom � = u�. Similarly it can be shown that Picarditerations converge to the unique nonnegative �xed-point, starting from anyu0 2 M+(D) (cf. [9, Thm. 2.1.5]).When (H1) and (H2) hold, we can write�(x)u�(x)g(u�(x)) = �(x)g(u�(x)) ZD k(x; t) g(v�(t)) dt ;�(x)v�(x)g(v�(x)) = �(x)g(v�(x)) ZD k(x; t) g(u�(t)) dt : (23)The left-hand sides of (23) are both in L1(D) as � 2 L1(D), and, by bound-edness of yg(y), u�g(u�); v�g(v�) 2 L1(D). Integrating on both sides of (23)and subtracting, we get by Fubini theorem and symmetry of k(x; t)�(x)ZD �(x) [v�(x)g(v�(x))� u�(x)g(u�(x))] dx = 0 : (24)Now, a.e. positivity of � entails that v�(x)g(v�(x)) = u�(x)g(u�(x)) for a.e.x 2 D, and thus, in view of the strict monotonicity of yg(y), u� = v� inM+(D).Remark 2.1 We stress that the existence result u� = v� is equivalent to nonexistence of distinct and comparable coupled �xed-points of A in M+(D).In fact, if �1; �2 2 M+(D), �1 = A(�2), �2 = A(�1), and �1 � �2, then byinduction we get u2n � �1 � �2 � u2n+1, and thus u� = �1 = �2 = v�.Remark 2.2 When D is bounded , convergence is almost uniform, in viewof Severini-Egoro� theorem [7, Ch. 2]. The same observation applies ifk 2 L1(D2), which also ensures (dominated) convergence in L1(D).Remark 2.3 In many applications it is important to know whether the so-lution is continuous in D. This is ensured wheneverlimx!x0 ZD jk(x; t)� k(x0; t)j dt = 0 ; x0 2 D ; (25)by the regularizing e�ect of the integral operator. This also gives continuity ofthe Picard approximations, together with pointwise everywhere convergenceto the �xed-point, and even uniform convergence on compact subsets of D(by Dini's theorem [5, Thm. 7.2.2]). 7



3 Application to particle transport theory.The results of Section 2 are immediately applicable to the Hammersteinformulation (7) of the quadratic integral equation (4). Identifying the kerneland the nonlinearity ask(x; t) = K(x; t)b(t)a(x)a(t) ; g(y) = 11 + y ; (26)assumption (12)-(13) correspond exactly to (H1), with the symmetrizator�(x) = b(x); moreover, (H2) is trivially satis�ed.Thus we are entitled to assert that equation (7), under assumptions (12)-(13), has a unique solution in M+(D), which is the pointwise a.e. limit ofPicard iterations, starting from any u0 2 M+(D). Remark 2.3 ensures thatthe iterations, as well as the solution, are continuous in D, whenevera 2 C(D) ; limx!x0 ZD jK(x; t)�K(x0; t)j dt = 0 ; x0 2 D ; (27)and in such a case convergence is uniform on compacts of D.Applying the transformation (6), � = b=(a(1 + u)), we obtain that thequadratic integral equation (4)-(5) has a unique solution in L1+(D), which isthe pointwise a.e. limit of the transformed sequence�n+1(x) = b(x)a(x) (1 + RDK(x; t)�n(t) dt) ; 0 � �0(x) � b(x)a(x) ; (28)convergence holds also in k � k1, being dominated by b=a 2 L1(D). When(27) holds and b 2 C(D), � and �n are continuous, and �n converges to �pointwise everywhere in D, uniformly on compacts of D as b=a 2 C(D) bythe �rst relation in (5).We'll now check the validity of (5) and (13) in some instances of thefunctions gr, ĝr, and S, characterizing the Boltzmann models (1)-(2), asspecial cases of (4). Note that (12) is certainly sati�ed, since the kernels aresymmetric and the sources are integrable, in view of their physical meaning.Concerning (1), consider the case of a concentrated source like S(v) =c jvj�[�1;1]3(v), c�1 = R[�1;1]3 jv0j dv0 = 4=3, and of constant cross section forthe removal frequencies, i.e., ĝr = gr = id, cf. [3]. Assumptions (5) and (13)trivially hold for D = [�1; 1]3, while (10) does not, since1jvj Z[�1;1]3 S(v0)jv0j jv � v0j dv0 !1 ; jvj ! 0 ; (29)8



where we put h = b (= Q0S) in (10). This simple example makes it clearthat (13) is much weaker than (10), as pointed out in the Introduction.Following [3], in the isotropic case (2) we consider a maxwellian sourceS0(v) = 4��1=2 �3=2 v2 e��v2 ; (30)with � positive constant proportional to the mass of a test particle, andremoval collision frequencies of the formĝr(v) = v` ; gr(v) = vq ; `; q = �2;�1; 0; 1; 2 ; (31)which ensures the validity of (5). We get immediately from (3)G(v; v0) = 8><>: ((v + v0)q+2 � jv � v0jq+2)=(2(q + 2)vv0) if q 6= �2(log (v + v0)� log (jv � v0j))=2vv0 if q = �2 : (32)It is easily seen that (v0)2�`G(v; v0) 2 L1v0(0; v) for every pair (`; q), and thus(13) is satis�ed. On the other hand, for some pairs (`; q) the results in [2]cannot be applied. In fact, for q � 0 and ` > 0, it is not di�cult to showthat limv!0+ 1v` Z 10 G(v; v0) (v0)2�` e��(v0)2 dv0 =1 ; (33)i.e., (10) does not hold (put h = b = Q0S0). In conclusion, we have shownthat the method proposed in [3] converges in L1(0;1), and uniformly oncompacts of (0;1), to the unique positive solution of (2)-(30)-(31), with noneed of arti�cial restrictions.References[1] V.C. Bo� and G. Spiga, An equation of Hammerstein type arising inparticle transport theory, J. Math. Phys. 24 (1983), 1625-1629.[2] V.C. Bo�, R.L. Bowden and G. Spiga, On the solutions to a class ofnonlinear integral equations arising in transport theory, J. Math. Phys.25 (1984), 3444-3450.[3] V.C. Bo�, G. Spiga and J.R. Thomas, Jr., Solution of a nonlinear inte-gral equation arising in particle transport theory, J. Comput. Phys. 59(1985), 96-107. 9
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